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Concave coffee table

Minimal Collection

With a sensual geometry, a refined elegance of shapes, we present Concave coffee table. Made with the highest quality of brass and nero 
marquina marble, It’s a versatile coffeer table which gives a sophisticated ambiance to any setting, where elegance reigns, with finishes and 

refined materials.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  130 cm . Lenght:  110 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  136,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1 cm . Height:  54,1 cm
Cubage:  0,854 m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Clear Glass, Nero Marquina Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth  
Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Coffee table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Clear glass;

Body & Base: 
Nero Marquina marble, polished brass with high gloss finish; 



Concave smoth coffee table

Minimal Collection

With a sensual geometry, a refined elegance of shapes, we present Concave Smooth coffee table. Made with the highest quality of brass and 
nero marquina marble, It’s a versatile center table which gives a sophisticated ambiance to any setting, Where elegance reigns, with finishes 

and refined materials.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  110 cm . Lenght:  110 cm . Height:  27 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  116,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1 cm . Height:  44,1 cm
Cubage:  0,594 m3

Weight :      55  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Clear Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth
Brass: with dry cloth  

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Coffee table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Clear glass;

Body & Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish; 



Elegance Coffee table

Minimal Collection

Elegance coffee table represents audacious and splendid harmony.
With sophistication and exclusive design, in harmony with between the finest materials, Nero marquina marble, polished brass and leather with 

a soft light, this piece creating a remarkable and unique mood.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  190 cm . Lenght:  89 cm . Height:  32 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  196,1 cm . Lenght: 95,1 cm . Height:  49,1 cm
Cubage:  0,915 m3

Weight :      75  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Marble Sarah Noir, Brass, Leather, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Coffee table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box.

Points to consider

Marble:
Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish, Shara Noir marble, brown leather 
and led Lightning; 

Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish;



Chloe Dining chair

Minimal Collection

Chloe reveals an enormous softness of elegant but firm and composed forms.
A lush dining chair that stands out for the details, with a brass centerline that centers the harmony in a subtle and very own way.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  55,2 cm . Lenght:  53,5 cm . Height:  83 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  61,3 cm . Lenght: 59,6 cm . Height:  100,1 cm
Cubage: 0,365 m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Fabric, Leather;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Wood: with dry cloth 
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner 
Leather: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Chair is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box.

Points to consider

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

"1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Seat Exterior: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and Brown Leather;
Down seat and Back seat interior: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and Black Leather;
Legs: 
Black lacquer with high gloss finish and polished brass with high gloss 
finish;



Pursuit Console

Minimal Collection

Pursuit console it´s a symbiosis of toughness and elegance, perfect to bring an environment to its most luxurious ambiance. Its structure and its 
design give the idea that all the copper plates are holding each other by supporting each other’s. A minimalist piece with a unique design 

thought out and taken care of.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  200 cm . Lenght:  46,5 cm . Height:  87 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  206,1 cm . Lenght: 52,6 cm . Height:  104,1 cm
Cubage:  1,128m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Copper plated, Estremoz Marble

Cleaning & Care

Copper: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box.

Points to consider

Copper: 
Is normal if in the copper appears oxidation however in all parts the base, is applicated oxidant. The STD copper is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was copper we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Estremoz marble;

Base: 
Aged polished copper with high gloss finish;



Arc Mirror

Minimal Collection

More than just a simple piece of art, the Arc mirror by Crete Luxury represents a living tribute to the beauty simplify forms. With brass material 
that has a perfect harmony in order to create a masterpiece, the glow that generates the organic shapes, create and challenges the notion of 

exquisiteness and breaks all the creative boundaries.
A simple yet unique luxury item that captures both the functionality of a mirror and the splendor of an art piece. 

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  148 cm . Lenght:  27 cm . Height:  173 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  154,1 cm . Lenght: 33,1 cm . Height:  190,1 cm
Cubage: 0,969 m3

Weight :      37  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Mirror;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Mirror is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

"1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish, Niquel plated brass with high 
gloss finish and mirror; 



Arc Dining table

Minimal Collection

The distinctive Arc Dining table embodies with a very strong style with minimal style. 
With a very strong style and sculptural features, the marble legs give an unusual and chic effect to this piece that supports a polished brass and 

glass arc of top. 
Inspired in modern architecture, the details make a balance of forms.

A design that will redefine and inspiring the way you see dining tables.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  270 cm . Lenght:  110 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  276,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1  cm . Height:  94,1 cm
Cubage: 3,016 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 )
Widht:  276,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1 cm . Height:  19,1 cm
Cubage: 0,612 m3

Weight :      370 KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Mdf, Leather, Clear Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth  
Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth
Marble: with neutral product Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top ( Glass ).
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed
Marble: with neutral product 

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Bronze glass;
Body: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish, Sahara Noir marble ( inside );
Base: 
Brown Leather with Sahara Noir marble and polished brass with high 
gloss finish;



Rustic marble Wall Lamp

Minimal Collection

A graceful and unique piece fully made of the best high-end materials.
This wall lamp brings a contemporary twist to any environment, despite being inspired in the minimalist shapes. Composed of two lateral aged 

brass structures that adapt to the minimalist shape of the stone. 
With this Rustic wall lamp, you will be providing elegant and luxurious environments incomparable and impressive.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  29 cm . Lenght:  13,5 cm . Height:  143,5 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  149,6 cm . Lenght: 90 cm . Height:  30,6 cm
Cubage: 0,411 m3

Weight :      37  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Nero Marquina Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Brass: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Wall Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation however in all parts the base, is applicated oxidant. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body: 
Aged polished brass with high gloss finish, nero marquina marble and 
LED lighting;



Rustic Ebony Wall Lamp

Minimal Collection

A graceful and unique piece fully made of the best high-end materials.This wall lamp brings a contemporary twist to any environment, despite 
being inspired in the minimalist shapes. Composed of two lateral aged brass structures that adapt to the minimalist shape of the ebony wood 

veneer. With this Rustic wall lamp, you will be providing elegant and luxurious environments incomparable and impressive.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  29 cm . Lenght:  13,5 cm . Height:  143,5 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  149,6 cm . Lenght: 90 cm . Height:  30,6 cm
Cubage: 0,411 m3

Weight :      22 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Ebony wood veneer;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Wall Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation however in all parts the base, is applicated oxidant. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body:
Aged polished brass with high gloss finish, ebony wood veneer and 
LED lighting;



Cosmo

Brutalist Collection

A mark of sophistication and exclusive design. The Cosmo coffee table, is a defining presence and will change any room it is part of, creating a 
glorious atmosphere around it. 

The smooth curved lines and its versatility are rather appealing and destined to bring elegance to a luxurious space perfect for both a 
contemporary or classic setting.

A daring, yet elegant balance between the finest materials,  leather and brass.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  130 cm . Lenght:  130 cm . Height:  32 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  136,1 cm . Lenght: 136,1 cm . Height:  78,1 cm
Cubage: 1,446 m3

Weight :      65  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Glass, Leather

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth  
Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Smoked glass;
Body: 
Brown Leather and in the middle polished brass with high gloss finish;
Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish;



An impressive display of elegance, Quarantaquattro side table shows the exquisite capacity to fill a variety of ambiances thanks to its luxury 
presence with a minimalist shape.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  44 cm . Lenght:  44 cm . Height:  44 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  50,1 cm . Lenght: 50,1 cm . Height:  61,1 cm
Cubage: 0,153 m3

Weight :      45  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Brass, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Brass: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table
Maximum weight of 10Kg – 20LBS

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body & Base: 
Emperador marble, polished brass with high gloss finish; 

Quarantaquattro

Minimalist VCollection



Shappire Brown Coffee table

Minimal Collection

Sapphire brown, reveals a dynamic shape in motion as if from one point it wanted to explore and expand. With a contemporary and modern 
language, this coffee table provides majestic ambiances full of attitude and character.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  97 cm . Lenght:  75 cm . Height:  30 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  103,1 cm . Lenght: 81,1 cm . Height:  47,1 cm
Cubage:  0,394 m3

Weight :      120  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf lacquer, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Marble:
Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top:
Armani brown marble;

Base: 
Champagne metallic lacquer ( brown) with high gloss finish;



Barcelona Center table Black Series

Intercontinental Collection

The work of Antonio Gaudi inspired us to create an organic coffee table for this collection. The beautiful capital of Catalonia has the perfect 
combination of modernists. Architecture and lively life, and both elements cohabit on our coffee table. This coffee table expresses the freedom 

of organic shapes that mold to a strong concept. A piece of great expression of art and design providing modern and contemporary shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 157 cm . Lenght:  119 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  163,1 cm . Lenght: 125,1 cm . Height:  54,1 cm
Cubage:  1,104 m3

Weight :      145  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Brass, Smoked Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass:
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Smoked glass and polished brass with high gloss finish;

Body:
Structure brown lacquer with high gloss finish;



Oporto center table Black Series

Intercontinental Collection

Oporto center table inspired by the city of Porto reveals an enormous elegance of shapes and materials. Constructed of a lacquered wood 
structure and with a tile with a representation of the city of Porto, or in black tiles, with four supports at the four ends supported in brass inspired 

of Bridge D. Luis of the city of the Porto. It also contains in the interior a feature to give effects of speculates reflexes. At the top of the table, 
there are also slits in polished brass, accompanied by a top in a glass. A fascinating and luxurious devious and inspiring piece with a strong 

character. Art and architecture combine to create a magnificent piece represented by the unique Portuguese technique. Craft techniques and an 
inspiring design merge together to create the center table inspired by the city of Porto a unique piece of art.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  160 cm . Lenght:  90 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  166,1 cm . Lenght: 96,1 cm . Height:  54,1 cm
Cubage:  0,864 m3

Weight :      120  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf lacquer, Brass, Bronze Glass

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass:
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Bronze glass and walnut root wood veneer with high gloss finish;

Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and black lacquer with high gloss 
finish;



Oporto Dining Table Black Series

Intercontinental Collection

Inspired by our homeland, we developed the Oporto dining black version. 
Art and architecture combine to create a piece represented by traditional Portuguese technique inspired by one of the inspiring cities. The style 

and design combine to create the Porto dining table in a unique piece of art.
We created this version to you, just for you create more contemporary and modern environments.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  300 cm . Lenght:  190 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  258,1 cm . Lenght: 117,1 cm . Height:  93,1 cm
Cubage:  2,814 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 )
Widht:  258,1 cm . Lenght: 117,1 cm . Height:  19,1 cm
Cubage:  1,747 m3

Weight :      350  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf lacquer, Brass, Wood veneer, Smoked Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider
Brass:

Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer:

Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Bronze glass and walnut root wood vener with high gloss finish;

Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and black lacquer with high gloss 
finish;



Oval Console

Minimal Collection

The perfect balance in a delicate work, in search for the balance of forms we present Oval console.
With refined and carefully chosen materials, joining marble with exuberant lines in leather, an impressive display of elegance shows the 

exquisite capacity to fill a variety of ambiances thanks to its luxury presence.
A fascinating and exclusive console that merge in any living room decoration creating a distinctive environment.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  190 cm . Lenght:  48 cm . Height:  90 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  196,1 cm . Lenght: 54,1 cm . Height:  107,1 cm
Cubage: 1,136 m3

Weight :      90  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Brass, Leather, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth
Marble: with neutral product Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider
Brass:

Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble:

Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and brown leather;

Body & Base: 
Marble Sarah Noir; 


